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Motivation
We are both very passionate about tennis, and wanted to use the tools that we have learned in CSE30 to build a model that predicts the winners of tennis matches. Due to the large number of professional matches played each year, tennis betting makes up one of the largest gambling markets in the world. Simple statistical models used for tennis match prediction in the past were limited by their creator’s beliefs about what decides a tennis match. A neural network is able to take advantage of the unexplored correlations neglected by traditional methods.

Data
All of our data comes from a public GitHib repo which accumulates statistics from every professional men’s ATP tennis match since 2000. Some of the most important features are listed below. After culling some matches with insufficient data, we ended up with data on approximately 50,000 matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handedness</td>
<td>Aces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doubles Faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st serves in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd serves won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service games won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break points saved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Models
Baseline Model:
Our baseline model was a two hidden layer feed-forward network that took match features (player rank, age, etc.) as well as a single feature vector representing the past match performance of both participants as inputs. To generate a vector representing past match statistics, we took the average of the available statistics over the past 50 matches for each player (Y) and subtracted the mean from each Y. This model used an Adam optimizer with Xavier initialization and a learning rate of 0.0001.

LSTM Model:
The second architecture we implemented used an LSTM layer to create an encoding vector for each player from the last 50 matches they played. The statistics vectors for each of the previous 50 matches for each player were fed to the same LSTM layer. We fed the outputs of each LSTM layer into a dropout layer, which gave a regularizing effect and greatly increased test accuracy. The encoding from the LSTM layer from player 1 was concatenated with the encoding for player 2, as well as with the match specific features. This vector was then fed to a two hidden fully connected layer feed-forward network which made the final prediction. This model used an Adam optimizer with Xavier initialization and a learning rate of 0.0001.

Discussion
- With our given data, it was not trivial to predict match results with more accuracy than a simple naive strategy based on rank. Even the best models we tried and found in literature do not perform much better.
- The accuracy of 79% achieved with our LSTM model is quite close to the maximum accuracy we found in many of the other projects on tennis match prediction we reviewed. While tuning hyperparameters, we found that it was very difficult to get above this threshold, and our test accuracy would almost always converge to about this value. This suggests that with the data available, 39% is close to the Bayes’ error for this prediction problem and we will need significantly better data to improve predictions.
- The poor performance of the baseline model likely comes from the fact that the sequential relationship between statistics from each of the past matches is not factored into the model architecture. This also suggests that averaging statistics is not a reasonable way to encode past match performance for the purpose of predicting a winner.
- In all networks trained, test set accuracy plateaued after 20 epochs of training. Even in models with larger numbers of hidden units or more layers, additional epochs of training did little to help. This suggests that to achieve greater accuracy, a larger dataset with a greater number of features would be required.
- Going forward, we believe our LSTM model is a reasonable way to attack the problem of tennis match prediction. We would like to find a dataset that has a greater number of features per match and more matches with complete data. We believe our model could leverage a better dataset to predict with significantly improved accuracy.

Features
Features are generated for each match by gathering data for each player over the last 50 matches that they played. Additionally, we include per-match features such as rank, height, age, and handedness to predict match results.

Results
Our baseline model achieved 64.4% accuracy on the test set and our LSTM model achieved 69.6% accuracy on the test set. This accuracy was achieved in both after 15 epochs of training and then performance plateaued. A naive model that predicted entirely on who has more ATP rank points got 65.6% accuracy.
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